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Domain fronting is a technique for Internet censorship circumvention that uses different domain names in different

communication layers of an HTTPS connection to discreetly connect to a different target domain than is discernable to

third parties monitoring the requests and connections. Due to quirks in security certificates, the redirect systems of the

content delivery networks (CDNs) used as 'domain fronts', and the protection provided by HTTPS, censors are typically

unable to differentiate circumvention ("domain-fronted") traffic from overt non-fronted traffic for any given domain name.

As such they are forced to either allow all traffic to the domain front—including circumvention traffic—or block the domain

front entirely, which may result in expensive collateral damage and has been likened to "blocking the rest of the Internet".

[note 1] Domain fronting does not conform to HTTP standards that require the SNI extension and HTTP Host header to

contain the same domain. Large cloud service providers, including Amazon and Google, now actively prohibit domain

fronting, which has made it "largely non-viable"[note 1] as a censorship bypass technique.
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1. Technical Details

1.1. Basis

The basis for domain fronting is using different domain names at different layers of communication with the servers (that

supports multiple target domains; i.e. Subject Alternative Names) of a large hosting providers or a content delivery

network (CDN). CDNs are used due to idiosyncrasies in how they route traffic and requests, which is what allows fronting

to work.

1.2. Obfuscating Requests

In an HTTPS request, the destination domain name appears in three relevant places: the DNS query, the TLS Server

Name Indication (SNI) extension, and the HTTPS Host header. Ordinarily the same domain name is listed in all three

places.

In a domain-fronted HTTPS request, one domain appears on the “outside” of an HTTPS request in plain text—in the DNS

request and SNI extension—which will be what the client wants to pretend they are targeting in the connection

establishment and is the one that is visible to censors, while a covert domain appears on the “inside”—in the HTTPS Host

header, invisible to the censor under HTTPS encryption—which would be the actual target of the connection.

# wget sends a dns query and connects to www.google.com but the http host header 

requests # the www.youtube.com webpage, which it is able to fetch and display. Here 

www.youtube.com # is essentially domain-fronted by www.google.com; that is, by 

blocking www.youtube.com # but allowing www.google.com, a censor may be trivially 

bypassed using a domain-fronted request wget -q -O - https://www.google.com/ --header 

'Host: www.youtube.com' | grep -o '<title>.*</title>' <title>YouTube</title>

Due to encryption of the HTTPS hosts header by the HTTPS protocol, circumvention traffic is indistinguishable from

'legitimate' (non-fronted) traffic. Implementations of domain fronting supplement HTTPS with using large content delivery

networks (such as various large CDNs) as their front domains,  which are relied on by large parts of the web for

functionality.  To block the circumvention traffic, a censor will have to outright block the front domain.  Blocking popular

content delivery networks is economically, politically, and diplomatically infeasible for most censors.

When Telegram was blocked in April 2018 following a court ruling in Russia through ISP-blocking of the CDNs Telegram

used as a front to evade blocks on its own IP addresses, 15.8 million IP addresses associated with Google and Amazon's

CDN were blocked collaterally. This resulted in a large scale network outages for major banks, retail chains, and
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numerous websites; the manner of blocking was criticised for incompetence.

1.3. Leveraging Request Forwarding

Domain fronting works with CDNs as—when served with two different domains in one request—they are (or historically

speaking—they were; see §Disabling) configured to automatically fulfil a request to view/access the domain specified in

the Hosts header even after finding the SNI extension to have a different domain. This behaviour was and is not universal

across hosting providers; there are services that validate if the same domain is used in the different layers of an HTTP

request. A variation of the usual domain fronting technique, known as domainless fronting may work in this case, which

leaves the SNI field blank.

If the request to access the Hosts header domain succeeds, to the censor or third parties monitoring connections, it

appears that the CDN has internally forwarded the request to an uninteresting page within its network; this is the final

connection they typically monitor. In circumvention scenarios, the domain in the Hosts header will be a proxy. The Hosts

header domain, being a proxy, would be blocked by the censor if accessed directly; fronting hides its address from the

censor and allows parties to evade blocks and access it. No traffic ever reaches the front domain specified in the DNS

request and SNI extension; the CDN's frontend server is the only third-party in this interaction that can decrypt the Hosts

header and know the true destination of the covert request. It is possible to emulate this same behaviour with host

services that don't automatically forward requests, through a "reflector" web application.

As a general rule, web services only forward requests to their own customers' domains, not arbitrary ones. It is necessary

then for the blocked domains, that use domain fronting, to also be hosted by the same large provider as the innocuous

sites they will be using as a front in their HTTPS requests (for DNS and STI).

2. Usage

2.1. Internet Censorship Circumvention

Signal

Signal, the secure messaging service, deployed domain fronting in builds of their apps from 2016 to 2018 to bypass

blocks of direct connections to their servers from Egypt, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates.

Tor Browser

The Tor anonymity network uses an implementation of domain fronting called 'meek' in its official web browser to bypass

blocks to the Tor network.

Telegram

Telegram used Amazon Web Services as a domain front to resist attempts to block the service in Russia.

GreatFire

GreatFire, a non-profit that assists users in circumventing the Great Firewall, used domain fronting at one point.

2.2. Cyberattacks

Domain fronting has been used by private, and state-sponsored individuals and groups to cover their tracks and discreetly

launch cyberattacks and disseminate malware.

Cozy Bear

The Russian hacker group Cozy Bear, classed as APT29, has been observed to have used domain fronting to discreetly

gain unauthorised access to systems by pretending to be legitimate traffic from CDNs. Their technique used the meek

plugin—developed by the Tor Project for its anonymity network—to feign detection.

3. Disabling

The endurance of domain fronting as a method for censorship circumvention has been likened to the expensive collateral

damage that blocking it comes with—as to block domain fronting, one must block all traffic to and from their fronts (CDNs

and large providers) which by design are often relied on by countless other web services.  The Signal Foundation drew

the analogy that to block one domain fronted site you "have to block the rest of the Internet as well."
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Cloudflare disabled domain fronting in 2015.  In April 2018, Google and Amazon both disabled domain fronting from

their content delivery services by removing the idiosyncrasies in redirect schemes that allowed fronting to happen.

Google broke domain fronting by removing the ability to use 'google.com' as a front domain by changing how their CDN

was structured.  When requested to comment they said domain fronting had "never been a supported feature" and that

the changes made were long-planned upgrades.  Amazon claimed fronting was "already handled as a breach of

AWS Terms of Service" and implemented a set of changes that prohibited the obfuscation that allowed sites to

masquerade as and use CloudFront domains of other websites as fronts.

3.1. Reactions

Various publications speculated that the effort by both Google and Amazon was in part due to pressure from the Russian

government and its communications authority Roskomnadzor blocking millions of Google and Amazon domains, in April

2018 as well, due to Telegram using them as fronts.

Digital rights advocates have commented that the move undermines peoples ability to access and transmit information

freely and securely in repressive states.

According to Signal's founder, Moxie Marlinspike, Google management came to question whether they wanted to act as a

front for sites and services entire nation states wanted to block as domain fronting gained popular attention with apps like

Signal implementing it. He called fronting a circumvention tool "now largely non-viable" in the countries it was needed.
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